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As the days grow shorter, we find
ourselves struggling to adapt to
daylight-wasting time and gearing
up for the holiday season. Around
this time of year I like to pause
and reflect on everything I have to
be thankful for.
On the home front, I count myself
fortunate to have two great kids; a
Executive Director nice, warm house; and a wife who
puts up with me (and does a great
Bob Rheault
job editing and laying out this
newsletter).
I am thankful that the ISSC conference is over and we
won’t have to deal with that again for two more years.
It was a lot like Christmas—we didn’t get everything
we wanted, but we didn’t get a lump of coal either.
I am thankful that the Senate Agriculture
Appropriations Committee has approved funding for
two more USDA shellfish geneticists to work on East

ISSC Biennial Meeting
Wins and Losses for Industry
by Robert Rheault,
ECSGA Executive Director
In early October around three-dozen industry members joined at least 50 state shellfish regulators and
a phalanx of federal officials from the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) in San Diego for the
five-day biennial meeting of the Interstate Shellfish
Sanitation Conference (ISSC). It will be a few more
weeks before we see the Summary
of Actions, and then it could be
months before the FDA decides
whether it will veto any of those
actions. Once the FDA weighs in,
all of the changes we voted on will
become regulations. Following is
the Cliff ’s Notes summary of what
transpired.
Since we were tasked with evaluating over 100 proposed changes to
the National Shellfish Sanitation
Program (NSSP), many of us spent
weeks preparing ahead of the meeting, reading more
than 1,000 pages of material and participating in
about 15 hours of conference-call discussions. Dozens
of committees and work groups met for hours to refine proposed rule changes, and then three task forces
convened to vote on each proposal.
As usual, the results include both wins and losses.
Some proposals were adopted, others were rejected

Coast issues, and three to tackle West Coast concerns.
I am thankful that a consortium of East Coast
geneticists has received a five-year, $4.4 million grant
to elucidate the functions of thousands of genes in
the Eastern oyster genome.
I am also thankful that the USDA Risk Management
Agency continues to work on developing better crop
insurance policies for shellfish farmers.
I am thankful for the support of a professional
extension community that helps us navigate the
complex challenges of permitting new farms and
growing shellfish in the face of the multitude of trials
that Mother Nature seems to dish out every year.
And I am thankful for all the scientists who labor
tirelessly, doggedly pursuing answers to the many
questions we still have about growing shellfish.
But most of all, I am thankful to be advocating for
such a wonderful group of hard-working, inventive
and resilient shellfish farmers. It is an honor and a
privilege.
When you go through your list of things to be
thankful for, I hope the ECSGA is on your list.

Happy holidays!

outright, and many were sent back to the various
committees to be perfected over the next two years,
then reconsidered at the next ISSC meeting in 2021.

Vibrio illnesses
Much of the work of this year’s conference was
dedicated to addressing the CDC’s perception that
Vibro illnesses are on the rise. The agency presented
confusing graphs conflating wound infections with
food-related illnesses, managing to both fail at making
a convincing argument and irritate conference attendees. Landings data show that states are reporting declines in illness rates per meal, suggesting to me that
increases in Vibrio illnesses are related to increased
production and improved detection, as opposed to poor handling.
Another big concern being raised
by the FDA and CDC is the association of most illnesses with
people who ate more than one
type of shellfish at a meal. Many
(if not most) consumers enjoy
eating different varieties of shellfish when they go out to eat. With
these “multi-source illnesses” it
is impossible for investigators to
know which shellfish is at fault. Typically, when an
illness outbreak is associated with one shellfish harvest area, officials can perform an investigation of the
growing waters and the dealer shops to see if there
is a reason to close that area or to demand a recall
of contaminated product. When multiple shellfish
sources are implicated it is virtually impossible to
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Taking Mussel Farming
Offshore

increasing year over year. Right now, as with
90 percent of our seafood, most of the mussels
we eat are imported, and most are farmed in
Canada.
Kristen Jabanoski,
Two of the most critical environmental factors
Science Communications Specialist, NOAA
for growing mussels are temperature and food
NEFSC/Integrated Statistics, Milford, Conn.
availability. In this study, the researchers used
chlorophyll data from 2005-2012 to estimate
National Research Council Postdoctoral
food availability. The good news from this
Scholar Dr. Darien Mizuta and NOAA Milassessment: there is more than enough mussel
ford Lab Director Dr. Gary Wikfors recently
food (phytoplankton) in the water throughanalyzed environmental conditions in New
out the year at all of the sites they looked at,
England’s offshore waters to find ideal spots for
from the south side of Long Island to the New
mussel farming. They also ventured offshore
Hampshire coast. Offshore New England wathemselves to check on the performance of
ters are fertile pastures for mussel farming.
mussels at the Atlantic Coast’s first experimenUsing a large-scale, open-source, ocean-temtal offshore farm, located seven nautical miles
perature dataset from 2005-2012, including
off of Cape Ann, Mass. Their findings were
vertical depth profiles for
recently published in the
six stations, Mizuta and
Journal of Marine Science
Wikfors found that sumand Engineering.
mer temperature is the
In this context, offshore
limiting environmental
refers to federal waters, or
factor for siting a mussel
the U.S. Exclusive Ecofarm. Temperature affects
nomic Zone (EEZ), from
not only the strength of
3-200 nautical miles from
the byssal thread—which
shore—the second largest
mussels use to hang on
EEZ in the world. While
to mussel rope—but also
the majority of shellfish
feeding, reproduction
farms are currently found
and overall condition.
in shallow coastal areas,
The optimal temperature
there are advantages to
range for mussels is from
taking shellfish aquaculabout 50-57°F. While the
ture offshore. Offshore
water is well mixed in the
waters offer more stable
winter, during the sumenvironmental conditions,
mer it stratifies into steep
less land-based pollution
temperature gradients
and vessel traffic, and rewith depth, called
duced risk of getting in the
thermoclines.
way of other people using
To keep the mussels
the ocean.
Mark Dixon/NOAA Fisheries chilled to their ideal temDr. Darien Mizuta of the Milford Laboratory, perature in the summer,
Americans’ taste for
at sea studying blue mussel growth at an
mussels is growing, and
the reasearchers estimate
experimental offshore mussel farm near
consumption has been
that growers in northern
Cape Ann, Mass.

Mark Dixon/NOAA Fisheries
Line with blue mussel growth from offshore
experimental farm site.

New England should submerge their mussels
approximately 50 feet below the surface, while
in southern New England they should be kept
at least 66 feet deep. Growing mussels deeper
has the added benefits of reducing the fouling
animals that can grow on them and avoiding
predators such as hungry ducks.
With current farm designs, it may be possible
to adjust the depth of mussel rope to keep the
animals within their ideal temperature range.
Recommended depths for mussel farming can
also be adjusted to future temperature increases
associated with climate change.
In addition to predicting the ideal depth,
Mizuta and Wikfors used temperature to identify geographic areas most suitable for mussel
aquaculture. Out of the six stations considered,
the most promising are offshore Long Island
(N.Y.), Cape Ann (Mass.), and New Hampshire, due to their shallow thermoclines.
The NOAA Milford Lab scientists
tested their findings against real
world conditions by measuring
feeding rates and the condition of
mussels, along with environmental variables, at the ideal depth
(50 feet) on the experimental
farm. This field work was a collaboration with the Northeastern Massachusetts Aquaculture
Center (NEMAC) and Salem
State University. They conducted
feeding experiments at the farm
in early spring (May) and summer
(August), using a portable flowthrough device, and pumping
water and natural algae from 50
feet below the surface to measure feeding performance of the
animals.
Feeding performance was satisfactory across the board, although
mussels had higher filtration rates
in spring than in summer.
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Aquaculture Permitting:
Why Can’t We All Just
Get Along?

simmering in the permitting agency
itself. While it is rare that an entire
public resource agency will be antiaquaculture, it is not uncommon
for one or two individuals to hold
up applications for years by losing
paperwork, slow-walking approvals
or endlessly asking for additional
information. Sometimes the best
remedy is to have these individuals
reassigned to managing the shellrecycling program.
In some communities it has gotten
so bad that lawyers are out trolling
for clients in aggrieved homeowners’ associations, selling themselves
as defenders of the commons. One
Steve Helber/AP
affluent group in Maine has funded
Low tide reveals oyster cages in Virginia Beach, Va. With increasing
a significant public media camuse of floating gear that’s visible throughout every tidal cycle,
paign to falsely suggest that oyster
waterfront homeowners are pushing back to preserve their
farming will somehow be bad for
views—a conflict the local press calls, “the Oyster Wars.”
the state’s iconic lobster fishery.
persistence. These traits will serve any farmer
Thankfully, applicants are eventuwell, not only in the permitting phase, but cerally winning most of these battles. Objectors
tainly later on as a shellfish grower. In fact, if
don’t get much traction when their only comyou’re not as stubborn as a mule you might not
plaint is that aquaculture operations sully their
viewscape, so they often claim interference with be cut out for oyster farming.
other users or predict negative ecological imRecently one of our members related a great
pacts. But thankfully, the science is on our side.
story. The names have been changed to protect
Oyster farming has proven ecological benefits,
the innocent, but the narrative is a familiar one.
and the Army Corps of Engineers has made
For nearly three years Fred had been anxiously
it clear that if you can still get from point A to
awaiting his permits for a string of OysterGro
point B—even if you now need to go around an
cages. He kept getting assurances that the
oyster farm— that is not called a “navigation
permit was coming, so he invested in gear and
hazard.” That is called navigating!
ordered seed. Even though the permits had still
not materialized, the promises kept coming so
I can’t promise that every permit battle will be
Fred went ahead and drove some anchors and
decided in our favor; some proposals are no
doubt ill-advised. But I do counsel patience and

by Robert Rheault,
ECSGA Executive Director
Looking at the various gear options available
for farming oysters, three classes rise to the top:
floating gear (such as the OysterGro), long-line
gear (like the SEAPA or Hexcyl baskets) and
various flip-bag designs. Growers comparing
these three gear classes to bottom cages find
that they are easier to work with, produce
oysters with a better shape and fuller meats,
and often result in dramatic improvements in
survival rates.
But there is a huge drawback with these types
of gear: they are all highly visible and prone to
drawing attacks from waterfront homeowners
and boaters. Permitting battles over floating
gear installations and long-line arrays seem to
be the new normal. Growers naturally want to
deploy the best gear available, but opposition in
many communities has been fierce.
Some places have gone so far as to enact moratoriums on lease permits or to attempt passing
legislation limiting aquaculture. Thankfully,
most of those attempts have failed, but in many
states aquaculture opponents have found they
can delay applications for years by suing the
permitting agency. Most often this approach
eventually fails, but occasionally lawsuits have
tied up applications for years.
Public resource agencies are tasked with managing a mixed-use, common-property resource
to accommodate navigation,
shipping, recreation, fishing and
aquaculture. State constitutions
typically charge managers with
preserving access and protecting
the environment, while also maximizing the value of the commons
to the “sovereign.” This means
that managers must try to balance
multiple uses for all residents of
the state, not just boaters or waterfront homeowners. Shellfish farms
check all the boxes for job creation,
sustainable seafood production and
negligible negative environmental
impacts.
In many states lease applicants
have found that the opposition is

— Continued on page 5
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ECSGA Membership Categories and Dues
Growers, dealers and equipment suppliers enjoy full voting rights. (If
you are both a grower and a dealer simply ask yourself where most of
your revenue comes from.) If you don’t fall into one of these industry
categories please consider joining as a non-voting associate member.

Member Type

Gross Annual Sales

Dues

Grower

$0 to 50,000

$100

Grower

$50,000 to $100,000

$200

Grower

$100,000 to 300,000

$500

Grower

$300,000 to 3 million

$1,000

Grower

Over $3 million

$1,500

Because ECSGA is a 501(c)(6) non-profit trade organization, a portion
of your membership dues may be tax deductible as a business expense; please contact us for details.
You can pay online using PayPal or your credit card on our website
ECSGA.org or mail this form with your check to:
		
ECSGA, 1623 Whitesville Rd, Toms River, NJ 08755.

Name _______________________________________________		
					
Company ___________________________________________
Street Address _______________________________________
City, State, Zip _______________________________________
Email _______________________________________________

Shellfish Dealers and
Equipment Suppliers

$250

Restaurant Ally

$100

Member Type and Level*________________________________

Non-voting
Associate

$50

* Rest assured your sales information will be closely guarded
and will not be shared!
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Phone ______________________________________________
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Permitting

deployed the gear when the seed
arrived because he didn’t really
have a choice.
Next thing you know, a Fisheries
Enforcement officer comes knocking with instructions to arrest
Fred for illegal aquaculture, and
he is supposed to impound all the
gear. Fred knows the officer pretty
well and he explains the whole
situation. When Fred threatens
to demand a jury trial on the assigned court date the officer gets
cold feet. What if Fred is right
and the resource agency is wrong?
The officer decides to do some research and discovers that Fred was
right all along, and the charges are
dismissed.
Fred had also invited some state
representatives to come tour his
operation, where he told them
about the promise of new jobs and
economic development. When
these same politicians learned
about Fred’s permit problems,
they applied pressure on the
resource managers. Suddenly, the
folks writing permits are much
more careful to ensure that the
proper procedures are followed.
The next applicant should have a
much easier time.
Are there lessons to be learned?
Build relationships, ask questions,
know the process and stand up
for your rights. Be persistent and
rest assured that the science and
the laws are on your side. Get the
politicians and resource managers
out on the water and explain the
process to them early on. It’s a lot
easier to set the narrative before
the opposition gets involved and
convinces them that you are evil.

Pro Tips:
How To Be a Good
Neighbor
At the Virginia Aquaculture Conference held in
Newport News in mid-November much of the
agenda was directed at mitigating user conflicts
and easing tensions between growers and those
who would prefer not to look at them. On the first
day, a panel of growers listed recommendations
to avoid pissing off boaters and waterfront
homeowners. Plenty of good ideas were shared,
many of which boil down to the concept of
trying to view your farm through the eyes of
your potential opponents. Following are some
suggestions for de-escalating or heading off the
oyster wars:

Robert Rheault
Space-age floating gear on display at the 2019 Virginia
Aquaculture Conference. As more growers turn
to floating gear, user conflicts with neighbors and
boaters who wish they’d just go away are increasing.

❑❑ The appearance of your lease and your
shoreside facilities is vitally important. Neat,
tidy rows of gear will draw fewer complaints
than piles of gear strewn about;

❑❑ Don’t start with an application for a huge
lease—it might scare potential allies into
becoming opponents;

❑❑ Be mindful of the odor of drying gear and
shell piles. Who is downwind?

❑❑ Engage with passing boaters, high schools,
community groups;

❑❑ Sign up to serve on conservation groups,
harbor management committees, zoning
boards;

❑❑ Implement Best Management Practices, like
those developed by the ECSGA and the Virginia
industry, to avoid flashpoints for conflict;

❑❑ Engage with your neighbors, your state reps,
and your regulators. Invite them on tours and
share some product. Listen to comments and
don’t argue;

❑❑ Limit loud music and colorful language, and
especially refrain from running loud machinery
early in the morning;

❑❑ Never drop trash, zip ties or cigarette butts
in the water;
❑❑ Use trawl lines for bottom cages instead of
dozens of individual buoys;
❑❑ Piles of gear on the shore, at the dock or
anywhere in sight should be tidy. A little wellplaced fencing can go a long way;

❑❑ Work with state and regional aquaculture
associations;
❑❑ Ask for advice from other growers and
extension agents; and
❑❑ Keeping your head down is not a valid
strategy.

Join the ECSGA
LISTSERV
Don’t miss out on access
to our primary conduit for
delivering timely news,
grant info, tips, answers
to growers’ questions
and more.
It’s free for members and
it’s easy to sign up: just
click on the Join button
on ECSGA.org and
follow the directions.
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ISSC Wrap-Up

develop a regulatory response. Although we
made some progress with proposals that tried
to address this issue, I predict it will remain a
vexing challenge for years to come.
One of the “wins” we can point to was a rule
change saying that states will not be required
to close growing areas based on Vibrio parahaemolyticus (V.p.) illness reports that come more
than 60 days after harvest, or if environmental
parameters have changed such that the V.p. risk
is reduced. With illness investigations often
taking 6–8 weeks to complete, closing these
growing areas after such a long wait is more
punitive than preventative, since the pathogenic
culprits are likely long gone. This should give
state authorities more latitude in deciding when
to close harvest areas.

Impacts from mooring fields
One of the more significant actions taken by
the Conference is likely to present a major
setback for growers who operate in the vicinity of mooring fields. The FDA has stretched
its interpretation of “structures” in marinas
to include mooring tackle, so now states will
need to reclassify harvest areas around mooring
fields as conditional, restricted or prohibited.
In many states this will impose a huge burden
on state regulators in terms of water sampling
and administrative work. Mooring areas are

defined as areas with more than 20 boats at
anchor, and this change has the potential to
negatively impact hundreds of growers, despite
a complete lack of evidence that these mooring
fields are causing illnesses. Many of these areas
are used only by day-sailers and center-console
outboards, which do not support live-aboards
and do not have heads.
Meanwhile, these mooring areas are already
designated as “no-discharge zones,” and states
have invested millions in pump-outs and
enforcement efforts to ensure that boats are
not flushing heads in state waters. We believe
these current measures are working and we fear
that many states will be forced to close waters
because they don’t have adequate resources to
reclassify all their mooring areas.
Efforts to tighten up the requirements to close
harvest areas and force recalls after fewer illness reports were not well received, and those
proposals were sent back to committee. Many
inferior proposals suffered a similar fate.

Focusing on minutia

Dozens of proposals were floated that would
allow the use of new tests to detect harmful
algae and to clean up language inconsistencies
in the Model Ordinance. Industry members
tried mightily to push back on the b.s. and limit
new rules that would do little to improve public
health. In that vein, we were able to delete references to hand sanitizers from the NSSP, and
to strike an old regulation describing appropriate toilet-paper holders in dealer shops.
I find it disturbing that we spent so much time
arguing about insignificant minutia while big
challenges were ignored. It is inexcusable that
60-80 percent of tracebacks fail to track an illness to a harvest source. If we don’t know the
cause of an illness, how can we hope to prevent
the next one? Meanwhile, the FDA is wasting
our time and limited resources mandating thermometer calibrations and expensive backflow
preventers to address hypothetical threats to
public health.
Some of the best
parts of the ISSC
conference are connecting with other
growers, learning
about different industry practices and
L5-8
building rapport with
Engineered to C bot toxin for ROP/MAP
state regulators. Everyone at the conferShellstock Harvest
ence goes there with
From harvest to chill
the common goal of
reducing illnesses and
Shell Safe Shipping
improving our induscold chain monitoring
try. Working together
on these vexing
problems builds trust
Using Stoplight technology, Vitsab Freshtag TTIs stay green for most
and understanding
of their life. They turn yellow then red, like a stoplight, if temperature
between the regulaabuse per formulation is detected.
tors and the industry.
Mark Winowich
I wish I could say
Director, Business Development
the same about the
Phone: +1(206)962-0437
FDA and the CDC,
mark.winowich@vitsab.com
vitsab.com
but our relationships
there still need work.
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Thank You!
If you see any of these industry folks who
took valuable time away from their jobs to
prepare for and attend the ISSC biennial
meeting, please let them know that
you appreciate their efforts on your behalf.
Jeff Auger (Mook Sea Farm)		
Norm Bloom (Norm Bloom & Son)
Darcie Couture
(Resource Access International)
Greg Dale (Pacfic Seafood)
Bill Dewey (Taylor Shellfish)
A.J. Erskine
(Bevans Oyster Co./Cowart Seafood)
Steve Fleetwood (Bivalve Packing Co.)
Lauren Gauthier (Norm Bloom & Son)
Rusty Grice (Auburn University)
Barney Hollinger (Hollinger Oyster Co.)
Margaret Homerding
(Nisqually Indian Tribe)
Lori Howell
(Spinney Creek Shellfish)
Pierce Howell (Spinney Creek Shellfish)
Kim Huskey (Cherrystone AquaFarms)
Ian Jefferds (Penn Cove Shellfish)
Andrew Johnson (Coast Seafoods Co.)
Will Leland (Cherrystone Aqua Farms)
Jacob Madden (Spinney Creek Shellfish)
Chris Nelson (Bon Secour Fisheries)
Mike Oesterling
(Shellfish Growers of Virginia)
Margaret Pilaro (PCSGA)		
Marco Pinchot (Chelsea Farms)
Jason Ragan (Taylor Shellfish)
Miranda Ries (Pacific Seafood)
Chris Schriver (Atlantic Capes Fisheries)
Adam Silkes
(American Mussel Harvesters)
Robert Smith (Plauche & Carr LLC)
Al Surprenant (Cape Cod Oyster Co.)
Bill Taylor (Taylor Shellfish)
Nyle Taylor (Taylor Shellfish)
Wec Terry (HM Terry Co.)
Brian Yarmosh (Briarpatch Shellfish Co.)
Sandy Zeiner
(Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission)

Does Size Really Matter?
by Robert Rheault,
ECSGA Executive Director
Recently the Massachusetts Aquaculture Association promoted state legislation that would
have allowed transfers of aquaculture licenses
“by sale, gift or bequest” to any person or
entity originally included on the license. The
term “entity” was interpreted by some to mean
“corporation,” fueling concerns about how this
could lead to a concentration of licenses in the
hands of a few wealthy firms. The conflict has
raised a number of issues worthy of discussion.
Because Massachusetts is a “Home Rule” state,
municipalities are authorized to set their own
rules and regulations governing aquaculture
development. As a result, some towns have
many leases while others have none. Many
towns have established maximum lease sizes
of 3-6 acres in an effort to ensure that any
resident can participate, although it’s questionable whether these small lease sizes even work
because growers have been known to get leases
in the names of their wives, children, cousins
and even their dogs (slight exagerration).
And while most municipalities have a mechanism for transferring leases to family members,
there is no way for growers to sell their leases
outright if their kids don’t want to carry on
the tradition. Since some municipalities allow
multiple people to be listed on a single license,
“work arounds” have been devised where one
of those listed effectively sells the operation to
another person listed on the license. Nevertheless, there is currently no clear process for a
grower to sell the business and the accompanying lease, since shellfish aquaculture licenses
can not be sold like lobster or tuna licenses.
These sorts of leasing rules have
profound impacts on the nature
of the industry that develops in an
area. For many years, I have been
fighting hard against the pernicious social-engineering rules that
attempt to pre-define the maximum
size of leases. Because I started
out years ago with a tiny farm on
a shoestring budget, I am opposed
to any regulations that would make
it harder to start small farms, but
it’s clear that even in states with a
few very large farms, small farms
continue to be started. There’s
no denying that the economies of
scale for larger operations provide
significant advantages, not only to
these large firms, but also to the
smaller farms and the community
at large.
It’s unfortunate that these rules are
rarely, if ever, based on an economic analysis and consistently fail
to take into account the unintended
consequences of the limitations
they impose on businesses. Let’s
look at those consequences.
Data for oyster farms in Massachusetts show that the average value

Chris Seufert/Wellfleet Oyster

per acre is just under $25K (at a statewide average price of 59 cents apiece that works out to
around 42K oysters per acre). Obviously many
growers are doing better than that, so it suggests there are numerous underperforming leases. Capping leases at 3 acres means that a typical grower would have gross sales of around
$74K. In an average year that grower is likely to
spend $10-20K on seed, $10-20K in boat- and
truck-related expenses (gas, insurance, maintenance, boat slip), and probably around $10-20K
in gear maintenance and purchases.
These numbers make it clear that when a
municipality limits the maximum lease size to
3 acres, annual operating expenses could easily
consume half or more of the value of a farm’s
gross sales. This would make it impossible to
afford hiring workers to help, consigning the
small farmer to a lifetime of back-breaking
labor lifting and maintaining all manner of
heavy, awkward gear. Luckily, Massachusetts
provides subsidized health coverage for self-employed paupers, because few of these growers
could afford private health insurance.
At this scale of production growers would
never be able to invest in the labor-saving devices such as winches, cranes and tumblers that

make it possible to continue farming for more
than a few decades before their bodies can no
longer handle the wear and tear.
What about lease transferability? If a farmer
can’t sell the lease as a package deal (including
the gear, the crop, the boat and the entire business) then there is no retirement plan. The boat
and the gear have little value if they don’t come
with a lease to growing grounds. Essentially we
expect farmers to work until their backs give
out and then retire with nothing to show for
it. If they have been working for peanuts they
probably have not been saving for retirement,
and as self-employed workers they won’t be collecting much in Social Security, so they will be
essentially destitute.
Allowing people to sell their leases means they
will be more likely to have access to financing,
to invest in their farms, build value and add to
their retirement savings. Letting firms buy up
multiple leases has a lot of positive economic
effects. As operations increase in scale, efficiencies start to kick in. Larger firms have to insure
their employees and often offer employee
benefits to retain skilled workers. They have the
ability to invest in labor-saving equipment, as

— Continued on page 8
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Does Lease Size Matter?

well as walk-in coolers, refrigerated trucks and
ice machines. They are more likely to observe
OSHA safety rules, and because they have so
much more to lose, they are often less likely to
cut corners on regulations designed to safeguard public health.
Larger firms also tend to be more resilient in
the face of catastrophe. Let’s face it: our cropinsurance options are inadequate, and disaster
is one hurricane or disease outbreak away.
Most firms can survive a bad year or a crop
loss every ten years or so, but if a small farmer
has two bad years in a row the prognosis is not
good. A larger firm would likely have operations in several growing areas, making it less
likely to succumb to catastrophic losses.
Some fear that allowing lease transferability
will lead to a concentration of wealth, with
only a few big firms dominating the market and
preventing small firms from getting started or

from being able to grow and compete. But we
have not seen evidence of this happening in
states where a few large firms dominate production with multi-million-dollar operations
(Wash., Va., Conn., and Me., for example). In
these states small farms are starting up every
year, and many of them will eventually grow
into significant operations.
In fact, the big operations are likely to make
it easier for small growers to get started. They
support state associations and have staff dedicated to community outreach. They will often
help small producers get their product to market, and they can afford to lobby for workable
regulations that also help smaller growers.
Another argument holds that aquaculture leases should be preserved for locals, leading many
states to put residency requirements on their
leases. This was argued extensively in Maryland a few years ago, but regulators eventually
came to accept that if an outside firm wants to
come in and start a farm in the state, investing

capital in gear and seed, all the jobs and most
of the economic development will still accrue
to the locals.
Most states own the commons and are constitutionally required to maximize the benefit to the
sovereign—the entire population of the state.
So which approach maximizes the benefit to
the whole state (or town)?
Is it better to have a few large, stable firms
paying good wages and benefits, or a bunch of
small growers barely able to eke out a living? I
may not have the final answer, but to my mind
the best aquaculture lease regulations allow
both large and small farms to work together in
nurturing a vibrant, healthy industry and maximizing the productivity of our limited coastal
resources.
I suggest that the decision-makers think long
and hard about the consequences of their actions before blithely setting regulations that
could make or break such powerful economic
engines.

Products for Marking & Identifying Shellfish
Aquaculture Lines & Gear

Flag Markers
Flag markers are available in 3 flag sizes: 1-5/8” x 1”, 1-7/8” x 1-1/8”,
and 2” x 3” and lengths of 3”, 6”, 9” and 18”. They are available in 5
UV resistant colors for easy identification and may be hot stamped with
company names, phone numbers or serial numbers. These are rated
for 120 lb. tensile strength.
Weather Resistant Zip Ties
Zip Ties are UV weather resistant and offer easy, fast and economical
installation for gear, color coding or to seal bags. Sizes range from 4”60” in length and are 18 lb. to 250 lb. tensile strength.
Stainless Steel Cable Ties
Stainless Steel cable ties endure extreme temperatures and severe
environmental conditions. They are available in 200 and 350 lb.
tensile strengths as well as sizes from 5” to 60”.
Multi-Purpose Cable Ties
Multi-purpose cable ties are available in 18, 40, 50, 120 and 175 lb.
tensile strengths, as well as a wide range of lengths. They are also
available in a wide range of colors for marking and identification
purposes.
Custom Services
For custom identification, we offer high quality hot stamping on all
nylon cable ties, including the Flag Markers.

Call and mention this ad to receive a
discount.
Contact us for questions, samples or sales inquiries:
Andy Moss, amoss@nelcoproducts.com, 800-346-3526 x136
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What We Do For You

trade in molluscan shellfish with the European
Union. The FDA assured us that trade would
resume this year, but recent snags in international trade negotiations appear to have temporarily derailed progress.
Every year we travel to Washington, D.C., to
educate our elected representatives and agency
staff about the shellfish aquaculture industry
and the benefits we bring to rural economies,
sustainable seafood supplies and estuarine
ecosystems.
We continue to serve as a point of contact for
press inquiries, ensuring that reporters get accurate information about food safety and about
our efforts to reduce illnesses.
We responded to several Federal Register
requests for comment to ensure that regulatory
agencies understand our concerns.
We provide timely and accurate information
through our newsletter and Listserv, arming
growers with the tools they need to understand
the complex issues involved in farming the
commons and shepherding raw food through a
convoluted value chain.
We connect researchers with industry partners,
encouraging them to focus their research efforts
on issues that impact us the most.
We have successfully brought pressure to bear
on agencies like the Army Corps of Engineers
and the FDA to speed regulatory review and
avoid crippling regulations that have little bearing on public health or safety.
In short, you need us and we need you. We
hope you will continue to support our work by
encouraging your friends to join the ECSGA
and by spreading the good word about everything we do for you and the industry.

by Robert Rheault,
ECSGA Executive Director

The ECSGA budget took a big hit this year. Although we work hard to keep the world safe for
shellfish farming, a shrinking budget puts much
of that work at risk. In the interest of keeping
you informed about what’s at stake, following
is a list of some of our recent achievements and
ongoing efforts. We’ve been working on many
of them for over a decade, and though some
have already borne fruit, others may require
several more years of continued work before
we see actual progress.
Back in 2008 we gathered all the East Coast
Robert Rheault
shellfish genetics experts together to form a
Every year ECSGA members make the trek to DC and
breeding consortium. This year we got the Senjoin forces with their compatriots from the Pacific
ate to allocate funding for two U.S. Department
Coast to visit their representatives in Congress.
of Agriculture Agricultural Research Service
aquaculture producers from the Merchant
geneticists in the FY20 Senate Agriculture
Marine Act so they can insure employees under
budget. Also, this year the breeding consortium
state workers compensation instead of expenwon a $4.4 million grant from NOAA for five
sive Jones Act endorsements. Growers in many
years of genetics research that should allow us
states pay for both types of insurance and still
to map the functions of many of the millions
are exposed to potentially crippling lawsuits
of oyster genes.
under the Merchant Marine Act.
We continue our decade-long efforts to address
Last year we were successful in getting lanthe regulatory challenges associated with the
guage into the Farm Bill directing the USDA
interstate transport of seed by:
Risk Management Agency to make changes to
1. working with Rutgers University through a
the Whole Farm Revenue Protection program
Saltonstall-Kennedy grant to form a team of
to accommodate the needs of shellfish farmers.
pathologists, industry and extension folks to
It may take years of work to bring this effort to
develop a GIS-mapping tool that will allow
fruition, but we are optimistic that this program
regulators to see where various shellfish diswill be much better than the Non-Insured Crop
eases have been detected. Regulators should
Protection program offered through the Farm
have fewer concerns about seed transfers if
Service Agency.
pathogens of concern are shown to be alWe have been pushing for eight years to restore
ready established in the receiving state.
2. developing a voluntary
NEW
hatchery-certification process
*
that would reduce the need for
expensive batch testing of seed
for hatcheries that agree to implement best management practices
* Larva, Post-Larva, Broodstock
and submit to annual inspections.
More economical, convenient, longer shelf life
Shipments of seed into states that
Grow more and larger bivalves, shrimp, and sea cucumbers.
• Unique mix of Tetraselmis sp., Thalassiosira
accept hatchery certifications
weissflogii & Thalassiosira pseudonana
An excellent nutritional supplement and live algae replacement for
would not require batch testing
all life stages, day 7+. (For first-feeding larvae days 1-7 use Reed
• Highly concentrated frozen microalgae
for seed that had never been exMariculture Shellfish Diet 1800®.)
• Shelf life of up to 2 years when kept frozen
posed to unfiltered seawater.

Introducing

We organized the efforts of threedozen industry members who
attended the five-day ISSC meeting in San Diego in October to
ensure that proposed regulatory
changes being pushed by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
and the Centers for Disease Control don’t run us all out of business. Our team reviewed over 100
proposals, studied more than 1,000
pages of materials and participated
in 15 hours of conference calls to
coordinate our work on dozens of
committees and work groups.
We have submitted a bill in Congress: HR 4766: The Shellfish Aquaculture Improvement Act, exempting

LPB Frozen Shellfish Diet

®

OYSTER LIFE CYCLE
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ADULT BROODSTOCK
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© 2019 Reed Mariculture, Inc. All rights reserved. Instant Algae, Ensuring Hatchery Success, LPB Frozen Shellfish Diet, and Shellfish Diet 1800 are trademarks or registered trademarks of Reed Mariculture Inc.

LEARN MORE | BUY ONLINE:
ECSGA Newsletter

bit.ly/ecsga-lpb1
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Hoopers Island Oyster Co.

Looking to produce faster growing,
better tasting oysters?
Look no further than the Hoopers Island Oyster Co.
Oyster equipment designed and made by watermen – for watermen
This Fall, purchase the equipment used by top oyster farmers
Integrated tumbler, sorter and washer for high production oyster aquaculture

Hoopers Oyster Tumbler Advantages

Features & Benefits

• Breaks oyster bills for stronger shells and
deeper cups
• Regroups oysters in similar sizes to
reduce food competition
• Cleans oysters and reduces labor costs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick change tubes require no tools
Variable speed settings
Sliding chute doors for tote changes while processing
Spray bar with adjustable, easily removable nozzles
Customizable tubes for grading different size oysters
50-53 Marine grade aluminum construction

Tumbler Packages

Page 10

Upfeed conveyor, tumbler with 2 tubes
and discharge conveyor

$ 28,980

Upfeed conveyor, tumbler with 2 tubes
and discharge rack

$ 24,350

Tumbler with 2 tubes, hand feed tray
and discharge conveyor

$ 19,530

(410) 397-3664
info@hoopersisland.com

Tumbler with hand feed tray
and discharge rack

$ 14,950

Proudly Made in Cambridge, Maryland
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National Shellfisheries Association
112th Annual Meeting
Crowne Plaza Inner Harbor Hotel
Baltimore, Md.
March 29 – April 2, 2020
NSA is looking for members of the industry, government, non-profit
and extension sectors to submit abstracts for the special session on
Shellfish Aquaculture Business and Economics to be held at their
annual meeting in Baltimore, March 29 – April 2, 2020.
This is a chance to share what you’ve learned about topics such
as farm profitability, economic impact of shellfish aquaculture,
marketing of shellfish products, costs of production, financing, etc.

The deadline for abstract submission is December 15, 2019.

Visit www.ncaquaculture.org

W
E
N

Send abstracts to Matt Parker, mparke11@umd.edu.

For more info visit www.shellfish.org/annual-meeting

Plastic Corrugated Boxes!
MADE IN U.S.A.

■

Tough & Durable
Construction

■

100% Recyclable
with Plastic # 5

■
■

Waterproof

■

P

P

C

Space Saving
vs. Foam
Weight Saving
vs. Waxed Boxes

PACKAGING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
FISH AND SHELLFISH PACKAGING SPECIALISTS

198 Herman Melville Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02740 USA Ph 1-508-997-5150
Fax: 1-508-993-9807 • USA & Canada Toll Free 1-800-225-0484
Email: info@pkgprod.com • Website: www.pkgprod.com

Reach out today!
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Safely Shipping Shellfish: Lessons
from U.S. Oyster Supply Chains
by Bobbi Hudson, Pacific Shellfish Institute
David Love, Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable Future
Robert Lane, Virginia Seafood Agricultural Research & Extension Center
Shellfish harvest and post-harvest
processing have been the focus of
research and policies to reduce
Vibrio risks. However, other parts
of the supply chain also play a
role in keeping shellfish safe for
human consumption. To better
understand supply chains—and
generate what we hope is useful
information for the shellfish industry—we spent two years working
with producers in the Chesapeake
Bay and Washington State’s Puget
Sound and Pacific coast, tracking
oysters from dock to plate. At each
farm we visited, we slid coin-sized
temperature sensors inside freshly
harvested oysters, and taped
sensors to the outside of packaging. Over the two-year study, we
tracked 125 oyster shipments from
farms to their final destination.
Results indicate that a box of raw
oysters is handled by two to seven
companies. Most farms in our
study sell to wholesalers that in
turn coordinate distribution with
freight forwarders, commercial

trucking companies, and commercial airlines, shipping products
over hundreds to thousands of
miles. A few shipments in our
study traveled more than 6,000
miles to Hong Kong with the help
of import/export companies.
Combining the supply-chain
maps and temperature-sensor
data revealed how well the supply
chains performed for temperature
control. As readers of this article
undoubtedly already know, the
Interstate Shellfish Sanitation
Conference criteria for shellfish
is an internal temperature below
50°F and a refrigerated environment below 45°F. These temperatures prevent or slow the growth
of pathogens and spoilage microorganisms. Our study revealed
that oysters were held at 39°F on
average, which is well below the
maximum allowable temperature.
Generally, as oysters moved down
the supply chain, they became
colder and there was less varia-

Oyster shipments tracked from Chesapeake Bay (blue, n = 63) and Washington
State (red, n = 63). In: Love et al. 2020a.

tion in temperature. Comparing
regions, Washington State producers and freight carriers maintained
oysters at colder temperatures
than their counterparts in the
Chesapeake Bay. But once oysters
reached the wholesale and retail
level there were no differences in
product temperature for Washington State and Chesapeake Bay
oysters (Love et al. 2018, Love et
al. 2020a).
Unfortunately, we also found that
nearly one in five shipments we
tracked went above the regulated
temperature criteria for an hour or
more. The average amount of time

ECSGA Newsletter

those boxes spent out of temperature compliance was 2.5 hours,
and the maximum temperature
any oyster reached was 58°F.
(Ed note: the FDA’s Vibrio parahaemolyticus Risk Assessment
estimates that the doubling time is
7 hours at 58°F.)
While producers and freight carriers experienced the most time-andtemperature issues, no part of the
supply chain was free from occasional spikes in temperature. We
saw several types of time-and-temperature abuses, including faulty
mechanical refrigeration units,

— Continued on page 15
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The condition of the mussels during both spring and summer was
actually better than the range reported for Prince Edward Island,
a well known mussel farming area
in Canada. These experiments
groundtruth the environmental
analysis, confirming that mussels
perform well offshore of Cape
Ann, Mass., at the recommended
depth.
“There is great potential for
sustainable farming of shellfish in
New England federal waters,” said
lead author Darien Mizuta.
This is the first study to use
historical environmental data to

examine a large area of the Northeast U.S. coastal-shelf ecosystem
for aquaculture suitability. Mizuta
and Wikfors also recorded some
of the first measurements of mussel feeding performance in offshore New England waters.
Although this study focused on
locating ideal environmental
conditions for growing mussels,
it did not consider social perceptions, legal aspects or use conflicts
in the offshore space, which also
affect the decision of where to site
a farm.
Filling a critical research gap,
these findings contribute to the
knowledge base required for growers to invest in offshore aquaculture in New England waters.
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Offshore Mussel Farms
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40th Milford Aquaculture Seminar
Courtyard by Marriott,
Shelton, Conn.
January 13–15, 2020

The seminar opens Monday, Jan. 13 with a poster session
and welcoming event, followed by two days of technical
sessions, mostly focused on shellfish aquaculture.
Early room reservation discount rate of $119 ends
December 14.

For more info visit www.fisheries.noaa.gov/
aquaculture/milford-aquaculture-seminar
or contact Lisa Milke, lisa.milke@noaa.gov

— Continued from page 13

Safely Shipping Shellfish
temperture abuse on airport runways, product
left on loading docks, and failure to refrigerate
boxes upon arrival at restaurants. Two businesses in the study accounted for one-third of
all temperature abuse. While these may seem
like outliers, temperature abuse anywhere in
the supply chain can reflect poorly on the entire
supply chain and on the industry as a whole.
When one stage in the supply chain experiences
temperature abuse it tends to ripple through the
system, affecting downstream businesses. Supply chains with more connections are also more
vulnerable to time-and-temperature abuse, and
some modes of delivery are inherently riskier
than others (Love et al. 2020b).
Air cargo shipments had the highest rates of
time-and-temperature abuse. To guard against
spoilage and to control pathogen growth, airlines ask that shippers pack boxes to withstand
no refrigeration for up to 48 hours for domestic
flights. Although oysters can be shipped safely
by air, shippers should use insulated packaging with high R-values, and include plenty of
frozen gel packs.
We recommend that businesses
handling shellfish take the following
actions:
❑❑ Verify that Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Point
(HACCP) plans are being followed
and working appropriately to control Vibrio bacterial growth caused
by time-and-temperature abuse; and
❑❑ Use temperature sensors or
time-and-temperature indicators
(TTIs) in your facility, and in shipments one-up and one-down in your
supply chain. Temperature sensors
and TTIs can verify that procedures
and practices are working properly.
We also recommend developing
guidance for the shellfish industry
regarding best practices for domestic
and international air-freight shipments.

VITSAB INTERNATIONAL AB
Swedish company Vitsab sells Time Temperature Indicators (TTIs) that show how long product has been
exposed to temperatures outside a set range during shipping. The tab is white before activation, turns green
when activated, yellow as it nears the freshness endpoint, and then turns red once it reaches the endpoint.

Lane, R. M., Love, D. C., Kuehl, L. M. and
Hudson, B. 2019. Application of Time-Temperature Indicators and Time Temperature
Data Loggers in the Seafood Industry. Virginia
Cooperative Extension publication FST-345NP.
www.pubs.ext.vt.edu/FST/FST-345/FST-345.
html
Love, D. C., Lane, R. M., Davis, B. J., Clancy,
K., Fry, J. P., Harding, J. and Hudson, B. 2018.
Performance of Cold Chains for Chesapeake
Bay Farmed Oysters and Modeled Growth of
Vibrio parahaemolyticus. Journal of Food Protection 82: 168-178. jfoodprotection.org/doi/
full/10.4315/0362-028X.JFP-18-044

Love, D. C., Kuehl, L. M., Lane, R. M., Fry,
J. P., Harding, J., Davis, B. J. K., Clancy, K.
and Hudson, B. 2020a. Performance of Cold
Chains and Modeled Growth of Vibrio parahaemolyticus for Farmed Oysters Distributed
in the United States and Internationally. International Journal of Food Microbiology 313.
doi.org/10.1016/j.ijfoodmicro.2019.108378
Love, D. C., Lane, R. M., Kuehl, L. M., Hudson, B., Harding, J., Clancy, K. and Fry, J. P.
2020b. Performance and Conduct of Supply Chains for United States Farmed Oysters.
Aquaculture 515. doi.org/10.1016/j.aquaculture.2019.734569

This project was supported by the
NOAA Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant
Program (16GAR008). For more
details, please see our free online
peer-reviewed articles and extension factsheets.
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